


















Can you measure the photon rest mass with an ion interferometer?
B. Neyenhuis, D. Christensen, and D. S. Durfee
Brigham Young University, Department of Physis and Astronomy, Provo, UT 84602
(Dated: 29 June 2006)
We propose using a table-top ion interferometer to searh for deviations from Coulomb's inverse-
square law. Calulations show that suh a devie would be sensitive to deviations smaller than
6 × 10
−22
in the exponent of the inverse-square law, an improvement by ve orders of magnitude
over urrent experiments. It ould measure a non-zero photon rest mass smaller than 6 × 10
−50
grams, more than 100 times smaller than urrent laboratory experiments. We also disuss the theory
behind the proposed measurement and ompare our preditions to previous studies.
Matter-wave interferometry is a very useful tool to
test fundamental physial theories. One suh theory,
Coulomb's inverse square law, has been under srutiny
sine 1769 [1, 2, 3℄. In the analysis of these experiments
the potential of a point harge was assumed fall to o as
r−(1+δ). By areful measurements, the most reent ex-
periment suggests that δ must be smaller than 6× 10−17
[4℄. We show that a table-top ion interferometer ould
improve this limit by many orders of magnitude.
Additional motivation for the searh for Coulomb's law
violations spawned from the appliation of Proa's the-
ory of massive spin-one partiles to eletromagnetism [3℄,
resulting in a modied version of Maxwell's equations pa-
rameterized by a non-zero photon rest mass. These equa-
tions predit things suh as light dispersion in vauum,
a longitudinal omponent of light polarization, and non-
zero net harge distributions inside of ondutors [5, 6℄.
In this framework the photon rest mass an be deter-
mined by measuring a non-zero eletri eld inside a on-
duting shell.
Beause the rest mass of a photon is a ommon pa-
rameter by whih a broader range of experiments an
be related, and beause the Proa equations are well es-
tablished and derived from a more fundamental test the-
ory [6℄, we will primarily use the Proa formalism in our
disussion. All of the experimental parameters will be
optimised for measurements of photon mass. But if a
non-zero eld is found, Proa theory is not the only pos-
sible way to explain it. As suh, the photon rest mass
should not be onsidered an absolute measure with whih
to ompare vastly dierent experiments.
In the proposed experiment, a possible Coulomb's-law
violating eld inside of a onduting ylinder is measured
using an ion interferometer. As shown in Fig. 1, ions
travel through a long onduting tube nested inside of a
seond tube. The outer ondutor is grounded to pro-
vide an unhanging referene, and a time-varying volt-
age is applied to the inner ondutor. A beam of old
atoms, shown on the left of the gure, passes through
small holes in the ondutors. The atoms are ionized,
possibly with a laser beam shown as an up-pointing ar-
row in the gure, and pass through three gratings to form
a Mah-Zehnder interferometer. These ould be physial
[7℄ or light gratings [8℄. If an eletri eld is present in the
Figure 1: (Color online) A ut-away shemati of the proposed
experiment. Diagram is not to sale, and some dimensions
have been greatly exaggerated for visibility.
inner ondutor, the two arms of the interferometer will
pass through dierent potentials, resulting in a relative
phase shift. This phase an be measured by deteting the
fration of ions bloked or passed by the nal grating.
To alulate the limit on the photon rest mass that
ould be ahieved in suh an apparatus, we start with a
modied version of Laplae's equation:
▽2φ− µ2γφ = 0. (1)
This equation is derived from the modied versions of
Maxwell's equations generated by the Proa ation for
massive photons. In this equation φ is the salar ele-
trostati potential, and the small onstant µγ is related
to the photon rest mass mγ by the relation mγ = µγ~/c
where ~ is Plank's onstant divided by 2π, and c is the
speed of light in vauum.
In the limit as µγ → 0, Eq. 1 beomes Laplae's
equation. For the simple ase of a spherially symmet-
ri system, Laplae's equation has the familiar solutions
φ(r) = A/r and φ(r) = B, where A and B are onstants.
The A/r solution is the familiar point-harge potential.
The onstant B solution allows us to arbitrarily dene a
point to be at zero potential without hanging the elds
desribed by the potential. If µγ 6= 0, the solutions for
a spherially symmetri system are a Yukawa potential
φ(r) = (A/r) exp(−µγr), and an exponentially growing
solution (B/r) exp(µγr). The Yukawa potential solution
lets us interpret 1/µγ as an eetive range of the Coulomb
fore. Without a onstant solution, absolute potential









Figure 2: Numerial alulations of potentials in a 2.6 m long,
27 m radius tube held at 200 kV. The alulation assumes 20
m long end aps on the tube to redue fringing elds, and mγ
is assumed to be 1 × 10
−50
grams. An o-enter round hole
in eah end ap would allow the ions to enter the tube and
would aomodate the detetor. To simplify the alulation,
the holes were replaed with ring-shaped apertures with an
inner and outer radius of 24.75 and 25.25 m. Potentials
are plotted in attovolts vs. the radial distane from the tube
axis. The blak lines show the alulated deviation from the
lassial potential at axial distanes of zero (lower line) and
one meter (upper line) from the middle of the tube, and the
dotted grey line is the deviation expeted for an innite tube.
The solid grey lines show the alulated lassial fringing-eld
potentials at zero and one meter from the middle of the tube,
both multiplied by 10
35
to make them visible on this sale.
has physial signiane and we are no longer free to ar-
bitrarily hoose where φ equals zero.
Due to the elongated geometry of the proposed ex-
periment, we will approximate the nite inner ondutor
with an innitely long tube. Numerial and analytial
studies have veried that this is a good approximation
for reasonably long tubes (see Fig. 2). For a system with
no angular or longitudinal dependene, solutions to Eq.
1 have the form
φ(r) = CI0(µγr) +DK0(µγr), (2)
where C andD are onstants and I0(x) andK0(x) are the
zeroth-order modied Bessel funtions. BeauseK0(µγr)
diverges as r → 0, we know that D = 0 inside the inner
tube.
To nd C we apply the ondition that φ(r) must equal
the applied voltage when r = R (the radius of the tube).
We will write this voltage as V +Vg, where V is the volt-
age applied to the inner tube relative to the outer tube,
and Vg is the unknown voltage of the outer, grounded
tube. Then, beause µγ is known to be small, we an
approximate the potential inside the inner tube with a
lowest-order Taylor series:








Rather than absolute potential, the interferometer will
measure the potential dierene between the two arms.
Eah of the arms in Fig. 1 onsists of one horizontal
and one diagonal segment. Both diagonal segments pass
through idential potentials whih indue equal phase
shifts on the upper and lower arms. As suh, the diago-
nal segments an be negleted. The horizontal segments,
however, are at two dierent radii and travel through
dierent potentials. Assuming that the lower and upper
horizontal segments are a distane r0 and r0+s from the
enter of the tube, the potential dierene between them
is








If τ is the time that it takes the ions to travel the length
of the horizontal segments, and e is the ion harge, the











Beause we don't know Vg, and beause many fators an
oset the absolute phase of an interferometer, we would
apply a time-varying potential V and look for a orre-
lated hange in the interferometer phase. For example,
imagine that the applied potential V is periodially re-
versed. Beause the Earth has a very large apaitane,
Vg will remain onstant, and the dierene in phase when
V is reversed will be









Solving Eq. 6 for µγ we an determine the rest mass of





eV (s2 + 2r0s) τ
]1/2
. (7)
To estimate the smallest detetable mγ , we insert rea-
sonable experimental parameters into Eq. 7. One im-
portant parameter is the veloity of the ions v. If v is
small, the ions will dirat at larger angles. But if v is
too small, stray eletri elds an have a signiant ef-
fet on ion veloities and trajetories. These elds will
be extremely small inside the tube at the loations of the
gratings (see Fig. 2), but they ould be muh larger in
the region where the ions are generated. We an write
the veloity as v = (2eVs/m)
1/2
where m is the mass of
the ions and Vs is the voltage whih would just bring the
ions to a stop. Then we an set Vs to be several times
the level of the expeted stray elds to be sure that the
trajetory of the ions is not greatly perturbed by them.
Two other important parameters are the the maximum
exursion of the ions from the enter of the tube, a = r0+
s, and the distane between gratings, L. A larger tube
radius aommodates a larger separation s and oset r0.
A larger grating separation L means that the ions will
3interat with the eld longer (τ = L/v) and results in a
greater separation of the two arms of the interferometer
(s ≈ Lh/mvd, where where h is Plank's onstant and d
is the grating period). With these parameters in mind,








where Q = πL~/(2emVsa
2d2)1/2. This equation shows
very weak dependene on ion mass and harge  al-
though higher harge and lower mass results in more
preision for a given ion veloity, this is oset by the
greater veloity needed to overome deetions by stray
elds. For the parameters seleted below, Q is small for
all possible ion masses, and the ultimate preision of the
experiment will not hange muh with the mass or harge
of the ion.
There are pratial limits on L and a for a table-top
apparatus. We hose L to be one meter, and limited a to
be a onservative 25 m. For our numerial alulations
(Fig. 2) we assumed a total length for the inner tube plus
end-aps of 3 m, and a tube radius of 27 m. This gives
suient spae to limit fringing elds, to be sure that
the innite-tube alulation is a good approximation in
the region of the interferometer, and keeps the ions in
the interferometer from traveling lose to the tube sur-
fae. Only a, and not the outer radius of the tube aet
the preision predited in Eq. 8, so a tube with a larger
radius ould be used to further limit ion-surfae intera-
tions without reduing the predited preision.
We assumed a grating period of 100 nm, equal to the
gratings in [7℄. The applied voltage V an be generated
diretly, or the two tubes an be used as a apaitor in
a tank iruit. We seleted a value of 200 kV beause
it is within the range of what is possible with o-the-
shelf power supplies and vauum feed-throughs. Based
on work done with atom interferometers [9℄, it should be
possible to diretly detet phase-shifts as small as 10−4
radians. We set the nal parameter, Vs, to 0.5 mV as-
suming that voltages due to stray elds an be ontrolled
at a level muh smaller than this.
With these parameters we predit a sensitivity to pho-
ton rest mass of 6 × 10−50 grams. Preision ould be
inreased by using a larger apparatus or by rapidly vary-
ing the applied voltage and using a phase-sensitive lok-in
tehnique. The ultimate limit for suh a devie depends
on the ion ux and the stability of systemati eets. To
the extent that systemati shifts are stable over the time
that it takes to reverse the voltage they will anel out.
The largest drifts are expeted to be due to inertial-fore
shifts. Path-harge eets and eets due to the harg-
ing of the gratings by the ion beam should be stable in
steady state, and not signiantly aeted by the volt-
age reversal. Numerial and analytial alulations show
that fringing elds from holes in the ondutor would be
negligible at this level (see Fig. 2).
Given the assumed parameters, depending on the type








), and the ion beam would









). These parameters yield an s
for eletrons whih is greater than the radius of the tube,
so for these experimental parameters eletrons are not
an ideal hoie. For a horizontal apparatus in gravity,
assuming that the ions undergo a paraboli trajetory
with the peak at the loation of the enter grating, the
ions will fall a vertial distane ranging from 51 µm (1H+)




), giving them a vertial veloity whih
is from 1.0 × 10−4 (1H+) to 1.4 × 10−2 (133Cs+) times
their longitudinal veloity. As suh, gravity should not
be a major limitation, espeially if a lighter ion is used.
Obtaining a preision of 6 × 10−50 grams requires the
use of slow ions. These ions would be generated from a
slow neutral atom beam. The veloity, determined by Vs









). The latter is a reasonable veloity for
a beam of atoms from an LVIS soure [10℄. Higher ve-
loities are easily obtained by aelerating the ions with
a small potential. As suh, any atom that an be laser
ooled ould be used to obtain the above stated sensitiv-
ity. However, lighter ions have the advantage of faster
transit, whih would make it possible to modulate the
voltage applied to the tube at a higher frequeny, redu-
ing the eetive bandwidth of systemati drifts.
If one employs an ion suh as Ca
+
whih has a res-
onant transition whih is easily generated with urrent
laser tehnology, an o-resonane optial grating ould
be used in plae of physial gratings. For the example
of alium the wavelength of the transition is near 400
nm, resulting in a grating period of 200 nm  just twie
the one assumed above. This would redue the predited
sensitivity of the devie by only a fator of
√
2 while elim-
inating potential problems due to surfae harges on the
gratings.
The predited preision is onsiderably better than
that reported previously for laboratory experiments.
Furthermore, a potential pitfall is avoided. In the most
reent experiments [4, 11℄ a voltage was applied aross
two onduting shells, and the voltage between one of
the shells and a third shell was measured. Any non-zero
eletri eld would tend to draw a harge onto the third
shell to anel the eld. If a tiny amount of harge (about
0.001 times the harge of an eletron) passed through the
probe eletronis to the third shell, it would anel the
eld due to a photon mass larger than the reported pre-
ision. In our sheme the only inuene the ions have on
the system under test is the indution of an image harge
in the ondutor. Beause the image harge is indepen-
dent of the applied voltage, this eet should not result
in a measured phase shift.
The work desribed in [11℄ sets an upper bound on
mγ of 2 × 10−47 grams. In a more reent variant on
4this experiment, a bound of 8× 10−48 grams is given [4℄,
although it is mentioned only in passing in a paper whih
foused on photon mass experiments for instrutional lab
ourses. This is a fator of 2.5 between two experiments
separated by over a deade, followed by over a deade
without any progress. Our alulations show that ion
interferometry ould improve this latest measurement by
two orders of magnitude.
Assuming that the Proa formalism is orret, other
eets an be used to searh for nite photon rest mass.
Studies have been done using astronomial distanes to
magnify these tiny eets. One example is the measure-
ment of the dispersion of starlight [12℄. Another example
is a pair of torsional pendulum measurements [13, 14℄.
These torsional pendulum experiments are sometimes er-
roneously plaed in the same ategory as other laboratory
experiments. But to obtain the photon rest mass from
their laboratory measurement, an estimate of the osmi
vetor potential must be used, making these experiments
more like the model-dependent astronomial studies than
the previously disussed laboratory experiments.
Our predited preision exeeds that of most astro-
nomial studies. But a few, inluding analysis of dis-
persion of hydromagneti waves in the Crab Nebula [15℄,
plasma stability in the Coma Cluster [16℄, dissipation of
large-sale magneti elds in the Galaxy [17℄, and sta-
bility of the Magellani Clouds [18℄, stand out by orders
of magnitude. Nevertheless, lab measurements are in-
teresting even if they do not exeed the stated results
of astronomial studies beause they do not involve sig-
niant assumptions and modeling. And if a variation
from Coulomb's law exists for reasons other than those
assumed in the Proa formalism, the link between the
various astronomial and laboratory studies is broken,
and eah set of studies measuring dierent eets must
be onsidered separately.
In addition to limits on the photon rest mass, following
the tradition of Cavendish [2℄ it is also ommon to assume
that the potential would fall o as r−(1+δ) and to quote
a limit on the size of δ. Beause we don't know that
the Proa treatment is orret, this additional gure of
merit is valuable. Unfortunately the r−(1+δ) point-harge
potential does not ome from an underlying theory. If
suh a theory existed, r−(1+δ) would enter naturally as a
solution to a modied version of Laplae's equation. At
least one more solution, one whih is nite at r = 0, must
exist. Knowing just one of the solutions is not suient
to determine harge distributions.
It appears that previous experiments alulated δ by
integrating the point-harge potential over the lassial
harge distribution. But the unmodelled deviation of the
true harge distribution from the lassial distribution
ould have a big impat on the implied magnitude of
δ. Furthermore, if the unknown equation is nonlinear,
the potential annot be related to an integral of point
harges. It is also somewhat disturbing that in this for-
malism the size of δ aets the units of the permitivity
ǫ0.
Ignoring the above-stated onerns, we integrated the
point-harge potential over the lassial harge distribu-
tion for two innite onentri tubes with radii of 27 and
30 m. From this we predit that a limit on δ of 6 to
8×10−22 would be possible (depending on the ion used).
This would represent an improvement of ve orders of
magnitude over the value of 6× 10−17 reported in [4℄.
In onlusion, we have disussed the potential of ion in-
terferometry in searhes for violations of Coulomb's law.
Calulations using reasonable parameters suggest that a
table-top devie should be able to measure photon rest
mass at the level of 6× 10−50 grams, and measure devia-
tion in the exponent of Coulomb's inverse square law at
the level of 6×10−22, both representing an improvement
of several orders of magnitude over urrent laboratory
measurements. In addition, the apparatus would be im-
mune to eets related to the modiation of the eld by
the instrument used to measure it.
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